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Development of the UBC Sailbot 

Thunderbird 1 
 
Background: This report follows the development of 

Thunderbird 1, the University of British Columbia’s 

entry in the 5th annual Robotic Sailboat Competition. 

Thunderbird 1, is a 2 Meter long autonomous sailing 

craft built by a team of engineering students from UBC, 

captained by Integrated Engineering student Gaelen 

Krause 

Goal: The goal of the program was to win the 5th 

International Robotic Sailboat Championship held at the 

U S Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland in June of 

2011. Note that the main goal was to develop a winning 

entry for the competition – not to develop a generalized 

autonomous sailing craft. 

 

The 2010 Champion, USNA's Gil the Boat 

 
Analyzing the goal: The Sailbot competition consists of 

5 challenges. Also, each entry must comply with a 

detailed set of measurement and technical limitations. 

Here is a brief outline of the 5 challenges along with the 

technical limitations on the craft. 

The 5 Challenges: 

 Navigation test: In this challenge the Sailbot 

must autonomously sail a short windward 

leeward course (up and back, total distance 120 

Metres) with points awarded for rounding the 

windward mark properly, and finishing through 

the original 3 M long starting line.           

 

- This challenge places a premium on accurate 

autonomous navigation as the Sailbot passes 

through the narrow finish line of the short 

course. 

 

 Fleet race: In this race all boats sail together in 

two races around a triangle, windward leeward 

course. Manual rudder and sail control are 

allowed. Points are awarded based on finish 

order after application of a simple, overall length 

based, handicapping system. This is essentially a 

radio controlled sailboat race with any level of 

autonomous control allowed.  

-This challenge emphasizes the speed of the 

Sailbot in manual, R/C mode. 

 Long distance race: The course for this race is a 

twice around, 5 Km windward leeward course 

with the start finish line in the middle of the 

course. Boats must pass through the start finish 

line on all legs both upwind and down. Points are 

awarded each time a boat passes through the 

start finish line, including bonus points for the 

first boat to finish the race. This race is sailed 

without handicap. The use of manual steering 

and/or sail control incurs a 50% points penalty.               

 

– In this challenge the Sailbot’s autonomous 

navigation system is put to the test with accurate 

navigation over 8 relatively long (1.25 km) legs 

being the key. 
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 Station keeping: In this challenge boats must sail 

autonomously inside a 40 meter square course 

“box” (defined by 4 marks) for a period of 5 

minutes. Points are deducted for any time spent 

outside the “box” during the five minute period. 

Use of manual steering and/or sail control in this 

challenge incurs a 50% points penalty.  

 

– This challenge is the most basic test of the 

Sailbot’s autonomous navigation system. 

 
 Presentation: This challenge is a presentation of 

the boat to a panel of judges, students must 

describe how their boat was designed, built, and 

tested. Entries are judged on: 

 Aesthetics and workmanship 

 Innovation 

 Control theory 

 Student project involvement 

 Design and testing methodology  

 
- The challenge here is obvious and the 

emphasis will be on a clear, articulate 

presentation and accurate record keeping 

throughout the project as it progresses. 

The technical limits, ie “the Rules”: 

 Maximum dimensions: LOA 2 M - Draft 1.5M - 

Beam 3M  Total vertical height 5M 

 No direct human contact is allowed during the 

on-water events. 

 Radio frequencies for control and data transfer 

must use approved frequencies. 

 Boats must be propelled by sail only. 

 Sails may be hoisted or doused autonomously 

while racing. 

 Boats must start and finish with no addition or 

deletion of components while racing.       

–  The UBC team’s response to these technical 

limits is dealt within the design description. 

Design Approach: The basic approach to achieving the 

goal was to design, build and develop a competitive craft 

following an extensive research and appraisal program 

into available electronic hardware and software and in 

particular into successful design approaches used by 

existing high-performance radio-controlled sailing craft.  

Early in the design stage the project was divided into two 

parts: Sailing Platform (“the boat”) and the Nav. Gear 

System. The basic radio control gear was dealt with 

under the Sailing Platform side. The Nav. Gear System 

side included all electronic control hardware including 

servo interfacing and all associated programing.  

An example of this division of the project is the 

construction of a 1 Metre long powerboat to be used as 

a platform for the development of the Nav. Gear System. 

The craft was electric powered and radio controlled. Use 

of the 1 Metre powerboat allowed the Nav. Gear System 

to be developed and perfected independently of the 

Sailing Platform. In this way, the Sailing Platform could 

be built, tuned and tested without interfering with the 

development of the Nav. Gear System. Later in the 

program, the Nav. Gear System could be integrated into 

the Sailing Platform to complete the overall package. 

Developing the Sailing Platform- Hull Design: 

Massive stability is the major characteristic of the Sailbot 

rule. The allowable draft on a Sailbot is comparable to a 

40-foot sailboat having a keel depth of 30 feet! Righting 

moment on any sailboat is the product of the weight of 

the boat times the horizontal arm between the heeled 

center of buoyancy and the boat’s center of gravity. As 

the boat heels this arm grows for two reasons: first, the 

center of buoyancy shifts to leeward as the hull heels, 

and second, the center of gravity shifts to windward as 

the keel bulb (actually, the boat’s total CG) moves to 

windward. In the case of the Sailbot, the arm is 

approximately 45 cm at 30 degrees of heel. Of this 45 cm 

arm, 2.5 cm comes from the shift of the CB and 42.5 cm 

comes from the movement of the CG. This radical 

difference between the CG shift and the CB shift is due 

to the extremely deep keel (and resultant deep CG) of 

the Sailbot. An increase in beam of, say, 6 cm 

(approximately 20%) would result in an increased 

righting arm of only 1.4%. This small increase in righting 

moment would not come close to producing sufficient 

additional sail carrying power to overcome the increase 

in form drag associated with the 20% increase in beam – 

particularly downwind or in light winds when there is no 

premium for stability. This example reveals why there is 
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a strong incentive towards very narrow beam (= low 

form drag) in boats like the Sailbot which employ very 

deep draft bulb-keels.  

One other aspect of the Sailbot’s huge stability that must 

be considered is the amount that the hull will sink due to 

the heeling moment of the sailplan. In most sailing craft, 

this sinkage due to sail pressure is a nominal amount. 

The Sailbot has a very small waterplane area coupled 

with a very large righting moment. These two features 

add up to create a “perfect storm” for substantial 

sinkage when the boat is hard pressed – both beating 

and running. Our design studies indicate that the Sailbot 

will sink close to 12 mm when sailing hard. This feature 

must be taken into account when designing the hull and 

considering the “sailing” displacement. 

Our hull design emphasis was on low form-drag with 

sufficient displacement to account for the structure 

weight of the boat plus the ballast bulb. The starting 

point for the design of the Thunderbird 1 was a detailed 

weight estimate for all of the structure excluding the 

ballast bulb and the keel foil. Other initial constants were 

the maximum LOA/LWL of 2 Metres and the maximum 

draft of 1.5 Metres. With the goal of reducing form drag, 

the design objective of the preliminary weight estimate 

was to ensure that the structure weight was kept to an 

absolute minimum consistent with reliable structural 

performance. 

In spite of her relatively light displacement, the ballast 

ratio is 77% which, when combined with a keel depth of 

close to 1.3 metres results in huge righting-moment for 

her LOA and displacement. Given the stability afforded 

by the deep bulb, it is tempting to consider a lighter 

bulb.  

The difficulty with this approach is that while the top 

speed could be improved, handling characteristics might 

be compromised because the boat may lack enough 

mass and momentum to be able to tack safely in heavy 

seas while in autonomous mode. Our research indicated 

that this issue has come up in the International 

Marblehead R/C class. Extrapolation from design 

experience in this highly evolved R/C class indicates that 

the lower practical limit for displacement in the 2M 

Sailbot class would be approximately 19 Kg.  

Lines Plan and Isometric Hull Rendering 
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Preliminary weight Estimate for Thunderbird 1 

Weights Grams 

rudder 165 

batteries 185 

deck hardware & hatch 220 

nav gear 580 

servos/rc 385 

hull - painted 1645 

deck - painted 1380 

rig and sails 520 

contingency 160 

Total structure weight  excluding keel & bulb 5240 

keel foil 2850 

Bulb *(subsequently reduced to 9 kg) 13900 

Total weight 21990 

 
With the canoe body displacement set at just over 19 Kg. 

(S.W.) the design of the canoe body began. In order to 

minimize wetted surface, a ratio of waterline beam to 

hull depth of 2:1 was chosen. Based on our research into 

champions in the R/C Marblehead class and International 

One Metre Classes a P.C. of .56 was selected. With these 

numbers set the basic hull shape was virtually set. The 

final sectional shape throughout the boat is very wall 

sided and flat bottomed with a very tight turn at the 

bilge. The forefoot is very shallow in order to allow wide 

waterline beam forward without distorting the curve of 

areas. The wide waterline beam forward ensures that 

the boat will experience a minimum of bow-down trim as 

she heels. This effect keeps the boat well balanced over a 

wide range of heel angles and lengthens the effective 

sailing length of the hull while reducing yaw. The wall 

sided hull sides have an interesting effect on stability. 

The hull provides a significant portion of the side force 

required to resist leeway (the flat hull sides have an area 

of close to 70% of the actual keel foil). By using the 

topsides to resist leeway the effective center of lateral 

resistance is raised significantly. This is a very important 

phenomenon with these very deep-keeled boats.  

Dynamic heeling moment is the product of the sail force 

times the arm between the vertical center of effort of 

the sail plan and the combined vertical center of lift of 

the keel and hull. If the center of lift of the keel/hull 

platform can be raised the boat will experience 

proportionally less dynamic heeling moment from her 

sail plan. By using this approach, a narrow, low drag hull 

form can exhibit very comparable effective stability to 

that found in a wider, round-bodied hull type. The wall 

sided topsides also reduce pitching in all conditions by 

encouraging seas to wash up the sides of the boat 

without lifting the bow or stern to meet oncoming waves 

– not necessarily the best result for a crewed boat, but 

very effective in a small, autonomous Sailbot. 

 

60 days into the project, and almost ready to sail 

A natural extension of the desire for tall, flat hull sides is 

a very flat bottom and a tight bilge turn – the topsides 

drop straight down into the water virtually until they 

reach the maximum centerline depth of the hull and 

then the bilge turns tightly on its way to the centerline. 

The boat ends up having sections quite similar to a shoe-

box (or a version 5 ACC yacht).   

One other important feature of the hull shape is the run 

aft. The run is very flat transversely but it exhibits a 

significant tuck up in profile as it extends aft of station 7. 

Though our research we learned that this run 

configuration is used in successful R/C class racers to 

resist the natural tendency of R/C boats to submarine 

when pressed downwind. The quick rise to the run aft 

behaves like a powerboat’s trim tab set in the “bow-up” 

position - When the boat is sailing at speed in an upright 

mode (running) the run aft is sucked down - resisting the 

tendency of the transom to rise up while to bow heads 

for the bottom. Also, the flat forefoot provides dynamic 

lift forward in hard running conditions.    

The forgoing description demonstrates how the hull 

design for Thunderbird 1 utilized our research into the 
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lessons learned in both the Marblehead and the IOM R/C 

classes. Our goal in designing Thunderbird 1 was to not 

re-invent the wheel but rather to come up with a 

superior wheel by thoroughly researching and analysing 

the proven successful approaches in these highly 

competitive R/C classes and then to use this work to 

guide our hull design approach. Our hull was designed 

and faired using Surface Works design software. 

As with most research projects, time was our number 

one enemy. With more time we feel that more 

investigation into further reduction in form drag would 

be rewarding. The stability of Thunderbird 1 as originally 

designed was extremely high and we have now switched 

from a 14 Kg to an 8 Kg bulb. The new bulb yields better 

all-round performance and control through reduced 

form drag. It may also be possible to reduce the form 

drag of the canoe body with a slightly revised hull shape 

to better accommodate the lighter keel bulb. A lighter 

keel foil would also allow a revised keel foil with thinner 

sections and less lateral area.  

Table 1: General Dimensions of Thunderbird 1 

 

Hull and Deck Construction: Construction began with 

the building of a balsa-planked male hull plug. A female 

mould was then produced from the hull plug and the 

final Thunderbird 1 hull was built in the female mould 

using single-skin carbon-fibre set in epoxy resin. The hull 

structure varies from 3 to 6 carbon plies with an average 

aerial reinforcing weight of 600 Gm/sq.M. To improve 

overall longitudinal stiffness all plies except for local 

reinforcing were oriented in a +/- 45 degree pattern. 

Single skin carbon was chosen over cored construction 

due to its superior impact resistance. Panel deflection is 

a minor issue when compared to the potential of 

catastrophic collision damage.  

Weights of the hull carbon reinforcement 

Thunderbird 1 - Hull Layup Gm/M^2 Gm/M^2 

Carbon reinforcing layers: Extras Total 

Basic hull (3 layers)  588 

Rudder post and basic 
bottom panel (+ 2 layers) 

392 980 

Chainplate and keel area       
( +3 layers) 

588 1176 

Jib boom swivel (+ 2 layers) 392 980 

Thunderbird 1 –Deck Layup Gm/M^2 

1 layer carbon 196 

3/16" balsa 307 

1 layer carbon 196 

Total 699 

 

 

Length Overall 2000 

Max Beam 280 

Max. waterline beam 245 

Max. Beam Aft 210 

Draft 1250 

Freeboard Fwd. 140 

Freeboard Aft 70 

Canoe Body Depth 96 

Total Displacement 21.9 kg 

Ballast (foil & bulb) * changed to 
12.1 Kg 16.8 kg 

Almost ready for planking, hull stations laid-out and blocked in 
place 
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Last few planks going onto the plug 

The boat has no significant interior structure apart from 

a keel and mast box flanked by small flats to support the 

sail winch and steering servos. These servo flats are used 

to support the keel box. Two small structural members 

join the base of the maststep to the chainplates at sheer 

level. The front 20mm of the boat consists of a sacrificial 

collision element to prevent serious damage in event of 

contact. The overall weight of the hull, deck and interior 

structure before painting was less than 2300 grams. 

During each phase of construction every component 

going into the boat was carefully weighed to allow the 

final bulb weight to be maximized. Before construction 

of each major element samples panels were laid up, 

tested and weighed to ensure that the design 

requirements were met.  

  

 

 

 

Balsa/glass hull plug ready for layup of female mold  

 

 

Female hull mould ready for carbon-fibre hull layup   
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Carbon hull layup, laser sighting for alignment of reinforcing plies 

The carbon balsa deck ready to install on the hull  

Deck Layout: The most obvious departure on the deck 

arrangement is the foredeck configuration; from the bow 

aft to the mast the foredeck has a vee-shaped camber 

which rises gradually to 70 mm of crown at the mast. 

This geometry encourages quick water-shedding after 

any submarining incidents. From the mast aft, the deck is 

flat to simplify hardware layout. The transom is slightly 

inset to allow a very substantial transom hull joint in this 

collision-vulnerable area.  

 

A look through the deck hatch at the keel box and servo flats 

The mast is keel-stepped in a watertight well just aft of 

the foredeck. The mast well has three maststep positions 

on 20 mm centers to allow the mast to be shifted, 

facilitating tuning and balancing.  There are four 

chainplate locations on each side for the same purpose. 

The mast partners are located at aft end of the raised 

foredeck and provision is made for a mast ram at this 

level. Stepping the mast on the keel allows a mast bury 

of almost 250mm between the partners and the step. 

This large bury makes the mast ram very effective at its 

job of controlling mast bend.  
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The keel foil is fitted in a keel box just aft of the mast. 

The keel box is sized to allow three different fore and aft 

keel locations 20 mm on centres. Again, this adjustment 

is to facilitate tuning for balance. Access to the keel 

position adjustment is through a 150mm diameter 

plastic deck port (Ronstan RF390) just aft of the mast. 

This same port allows access to the sail winch and the 

steering servos which flank the keel box and to the 

removable nav. gear box which is stationed on the 

centerline immediately aft of the keel box. The only 

other deck opening is a small screw top lid just aft of the 

main boom end. This compartment contains the R/C 

receiver and is stationed aft of the main boom end to 

allow good sky visibility for the receiver antenna. The 

mainsheet leads to an adjustable sheeting post in the 

center of the aft deck. This sheeting post is adjustable 

fore and aft to maintain alignment as the mast is moved. 

The use of the mainsheet post minimizes sheet winch 

loading by ensuring that the mainsheet load is always 

virtually horizontal while all vertical load is taken by the 

boomvang.  

 Deck layout – emphasis on simplicity and a minimum of deck 
openings 

Aft of the R/C receiver compartment is the combined 

antenna array for the active GPS antenna and the 900 Hz 

telemetry transceiver. The carbon-fibre hull construction 

precludes using an internally mounted GPS antenna. At 

the aft end of the deck is a 400 mm tall mast which 

supports the wind direction sensor. This sensor is fully 

described in the section on the Nav. Gear.  

Servos & Sail Control Hardware: Thunderbird 1 uses 
only 2 control servos. The rudder servo is Futaba S9350 
digital servo. The rudder servo is located under deck to 

starboard abeam of the keel box. A 50 cm carbon-fibre 
pushrod tube connects the servo to the tiller under the 
aft deck *(see nav gear testing section). The tiller 
connections are accessed through a removable 
stickyback cover on the transom.  

The second servo is an RMG 380 EH sail winch turning a 

45 mm 9 turn spiral drum. The use of the spiral drum 

ensures sufficient mechanical advantage for the winch in 

close-hauled mode.  

 

Steering system – rudder, carbon tiller & carbon push rod, Futaba 
steering servo & RC receiver 

The undersides of both servos are water-protected by 

lightweight, watertight plastic tubs. The sheet winch is 

located under deck on the port side flanking the keel 

box. After leaving the winch drum, the sheet leads aft 

under deck through an alignment idler and exits through 

a Teflon tube to above deck on the port side just ahead 

of the rudderpost. Two miniature ball bearing cheek-

blocks lead the sheet across the boat and forward on the 

starboard side toward the mast bulkhead. These small 

cheek blocks (Hales, Australia) are ideally suited to use 

on the Sailbot in anything but the highest load 

applications. On Thunderbird 1, all sheet leads are 

arranged so that no block turns a line more than 90 

degrees, ensuring that none of the blocks are 

overloaded. Close to the mast the mainsheet and jib 

sheet join and connect to the sheet winch line to allow 

simultaneous sheeting of the main and jib. The sheet 

winch line is equipped with an elastic extender line 

which provides constant tension on the sheet line 

leading to the winch, preventing winch drum overrides, 
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particularly in light winds. This critical elastic tension line 

leads through the mast bulkhead and is located under 

the foredeck.  

To allow simultaneous sheeting, the distances from the 

mast to the mainsheet post and the jib sheet lead to the 

jib boom swivel are the same and are constant between 

all three of “Thunderbird 1‘s” different rigs. Great care 

was taken to ensure that this important geometry was 

accurately maintained for each of the three different 

sized rigs that are used in light, medium and strong 

winds. 

Sail plan dimensions (in millimetres): 

Thunderbird 1 Sailplans 
 

Rig # 
 

 
1 2 3 

E = mainsail foot 612 595 544 

P = mainsail luff 3038 2240 1670 

BAD = boom height 162 162 162 

J = Jib foot 654 595 510 

I = foretriangle height 2760 2075 1582 

 

Sail Plan and Rig Design: The main goal of the sail 

plan design was to produce a rig that would be easy to 

balance with low sheet loadings. A central concept of the 

sail plan is the use a three completely separate rigs to 

deal with various wind conditions. By using completely 

separate masts, booms, jib booms, mainsails and 

headsails for each wind range, we could easily ensure 

that the each of the various sized sail plans is properly 

balanced. Also, the weight and aero drag of each rig is 

kept to a minimum since the spars and rigging for each 

sail plan are no bigger than required to support the 

particular sails in use. A great deal of care was taken to 

ensure that each sail plan could be quickly and reliably 

changed as conditions demanded. All spars are built 

using round, unidirectional carbon-fibre tubes and the 

masts use a single spreader rig with single lowers. The 

spar tubes are all 22 mm diameter sections with a 1 mm 

wall. This does not present the lowest windage possible, 

but is very light and very stiff. The high aspect-ratio sail 

plans require very stiff spars to ensure adequate leech 

control for the 4:1 aspect-ratio mainsails. Mast bend is 

further controlled by spreader rake and the use of a keel 

stepped configuration combined with a mast ram 

positioned at the top of mast partners. Rather than 

relying on traditional fore & aft mast bend to control 

gust response, each of Thunderbird 1’s rigs relies on 

transverse masthead tip fall-off to reduce sail power in 

gusts. To encourage this transverse bend, the uppers or 

cap shrouds are anchored very low on the spar with a 

very large topmast cantilever.  

Gaelen priming the hull for topcoat 

Our rig development program is still very much a work in 

progress. Other rig design areas that we plan to 

investigate include the use of either a shrouldless rig or a 

complete swing rig configuration. It is also possible that a 

fat head mainsail could reduce aero drag and encourage 

more mainsail twist for improved gust response. All mast 

hardware was designed to be light, simple and with a 

minimum of aero drag. Tangs are internal, spreaders are 

lightweight aluminum aerofoil extrusions, standing 

rigging is 0.6 mm 7x7 stainless steel. Hardware mounting 

locations on the spars are wrapped with carbon-fibre 

tow set in epoxy. These wraps ensure that the 

unidirectional carbon-fibre spar tubes have adequate 

hoop strength in way of the hardware. 
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To minimize induced drag from the large section masts, 

the mainsails are attached to the mast with loose, 

lightweight stainless-steel rings which allow the sails to 

swivel to leeward on each tack for improved air flow 

around the masts.  Another important feature of the rig 

setup is the 30% balance used on the jib booms. This 

large amount of balance ensures that there is adequate 

leech tension on all points of sail without requiring high 

sheet loadings. A very light, single strand wire topping lift 

on the aft end of each jib boom allows the jib leeches 

opened up and de-powered as conditions require.  

Our three suits of all Mylar film sails were built for us in 

England by IOM R/C World champion Martin Roberts 

(Housemartin Sails). Due to the nature of the Sailbot 

competition challenges we elected to keep all of our sail 

plans rather modest in area (considering the massive 

stability of the Sailbot) and the area reduction between 

each sail plan is quite large – it will not pay in the Sailbot 

challenges to have a boat that is frequently over-

powered.  

April 5th – ready to sail as soon as the keel foil is finished 

 

An IOM R/C class hard running under # 3 rig 

Keel and Rudder Foils: The rudder foil is a NACA 0012 

section built from high modulus unidirectional carbon-

fibre over a unidirectional organic fibre core. The rudder 

stock is 9mm diameter 316 ss. round bar supported by 

HDPE plastic bearings and a ss. rudder tube. 

More than 18% of the rudder area is located ahead of 

the rudder stock. This configuration results in “lee” helm 

on the rudder in many conditions but the steering servo 

doesn’t complain and having the rudder stock close to 

the maximum chord thickness point allows the stock to 

be large in diameter relative to the rudder thickness. The 

rudder area is moderately high aspect ratio (4:1) and is 

just under 1.5% of the #1 sail plan area.  

Thunderbird 1’s keel foil is the most demanding design 

issue of the project. The hydrodynamic design of the keel 

foil must be developed in tandem with the structural 

solution. We looked at two basic structural solutions. 

First was an all carbon-fibre foil using high modulus 

autoclaved unidirectional carbon-fibre plate laminated 

with a 30 degree skew angle between the plies. The 

second solution was a CNC milled 17-4 PH solid steel foil. 

It was quickly apparent that the 17-4 PH solution was the 

best choice. Unfortunately, budget constraints 

prevented us from utilizing the 17-4 PH steel keel. In the 

end we used a 304 stainless steel backbone spar epoxied 

between unidirectional carbon skins. The yield strength 

of the 304 stainless foil imposes practical structural limits 

on shape of the foil (even with the distressingly small 

safety factor that was used). Deflection at 30 degrees of 

heel is just under 50 mm at the bulb. The foil shape is a  
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NACA 63A0 section, 10% at the top and 12% at the 

bottom. It has a 2:1 spanwise taper ratio. Our 

hydrodynamic studies indicated that a chord thickness 

ratio of 7% at both the top and bottom would be 

preferred but this could not be handled by our structural 

system.  

Thunderbird 1 with #1 Rig – total height 4.6 metres 

 

In recent years, world class R/C racers have proven that 

at the Reynolds numbers experienced by R/C yachts, foils 

at 6-7% foils provide the best lift drag ratio. Further, 

required planform areas are greater than might first be 

assumed. The sailbot challenges require very good 

control and manoeuvrability. This is particularly 

important in rough water or down speed conditions. The 

Sailbot’s keel foil must be able to provide sufficient lift in 

difficult conditions so lateral area is crucial. The 

performance of the Sailbot keel foil is hampered by the 

fact that the lower portion of the very deep foil will often 

be gyrating significantly as the boat moves through a 

seaway. Due to this motion the effective lift generated 

by the lower portion of the foil can be substantially 

reduced. Our design approach was to totally discount the 

lift generated by the lower third of the keel foil except as 

it related to the vertical center of lift on the foil.  

The extremely deep foil has an interesting effect on 

heeling moment. The effective righting moment for 

Thunderbird 1 has already been discussed. The dynamic 

heeling moment is produced by the force on the center 

of effort of the sailplan multiplied by the arm between 

the center of effort of the sailplan and the center of lift 

of the keel foil. As the center of lift of the keel foil drops, 

due to the very deep keel foil the boat will demonstrate 

increased heeling moment and will behave as though 

righting moment has been lost. This issue was also 

discussed in the section on hull shape – the tall, walled-

sided hull form raises the effective combined center of 

lift of the hull & keel foil. The 2:1 taper in the keel foil 

was chosen in order to partially mitigate the increased 

heeling moment due to a deep center of lift on the keel 

foil. A taper ratio greater than 2:1 might well be 

desirable from a heeling moment point of view but the 

structural challenges would be substantial. The original 

keel bulb was a 13.5% NACA 65A0 section. All sections 

are circular. The bulb weighed 14 Kg and was 54.4 cm 

long with a maximum diameter of 7.2 cm. After on water 

testing the bulb mass was reduced to 8 Kg. This resulted 

in a 10.8% NACA 65A0 51 cm long and 5.5 cm in 

diameter. The lead bulb was cast oversize and milled to 

shape. A full-length 12 mm diameter stainless steel 

backbone rod allowed easy milling and ensured that the 

slender bulb would not deform longitudinally. The bulb 

was very carefully machined so that absolutely no fairing 

filler was required – minimum drag, maximum righting 

moment. The 13.5% chord-length ratio was a 

compromise between a fatter bulb with more form drag 

and a very slender bulb which would create inordinate 

torsional inertial loads on the very small lower keel foil 

end (67 mm by 8 mm). At 10.8% the final keel bulb was 

close to the optimal chord length ratio. Experience has 

shown that any torsional oscillations of the keel bulb are 

very detrimental to performance. 
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Solid lead keel with 12mm diameter ss backbone – no Bondo here 

Form drag of the Sailbot’s keel bulb is particularly critical 

in hard downwind conditions since the drag of the bulb is 

very deep and contributes significantly to the tendency 

for the boat to submarine while hard running. In order to 

reduce this issue, the keel bulb has 2 degrees of positive 

cant angle. This “bow up” attitude of the bulb ensures 

that the bulb will be travelling very close to straight 

through the water when running in bow down trim. The 

angle of attack vs. drag curve for the NACA 65A0 section 

is does not demonstrate any significant drag increase 

until the angle of attack exceeds 2 degrees. This means 

that the boat can sail with 4 degrees of bow down trim 

without experiencing significantly increased drag due to 

the angle of attack of the bulb.  

Another aspect of the bulb concerns the sections. All 

sections of the bulb are circular, no squashing and no 

beavertail. The circular sections provide the least 

possible form drag and absolute minimum wetted 

surface. The use of squashed sections would provide a 

lower CG at the cost of slightly increased wetted area 

and form drag. Given the very deep draft of the sailbot 

bulb and the criticality of bulb form drag the decision on 

this trade-off is simple. The same applies to the decision 

on the use of a beaver tail configuration. The beaver tail 

would provide a slightly better lift drag ratio for the 

overall keel/bulb package but at the price of a lower 

center of lift for the foil package, more wetted surface 

and slightly more form drag for the bulb. Again, the 

decision here is simple - form drag and wetted surface 

must be kept to minimum and anything that lowers the 

center of lift of the foil package must be carefully 

avoided. These decisions on bulb shape are somewhat 

counter-intuitive when compared to contemporary 

design practise since they are driven by the extreme 

draft of the Sailbot design.   

Several Team Members, Advisors, and Sponsors  

 Developing the Nav. Gear System:  Our approach to 

developing the nav. gear system for Thunderbird 1 was 

based on a careful review of the three Sailbot challenges 

involving autonomous sailing. We also reviewed the 

results of past Sailbot championships to learn what 

number of points would likely be required to win the 

2011 event. After completing these reviews we decided 

to focus on two of the three autonomous challenges. 

Knowing the degree of difficulty that would be 

associated with autonomous navigation for the long 

distance challenge we opted to accept the allowed 50% 

points penalty for using R/C control in the long distance 

race. 

Our nav. gear system was designed around the goal of 

performing well in the station keeping challenge and the 

navigation challenge. We initially developed our 

programing logic for these two challenges and then we 

looked into what sensors would be required to perform 

our programs. After selecting our various sensors we 

looked into how we would go about integrating our 

sensor data with our programing to produce control 

output for the two onboard servos. At the outset we 

naively assumed that producing control output for two 

servos would be a simple task:  
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“The sail winch position can easily controlled by apparent 

wind angle with some help from the heel angle indicator. 

The rudder angle control is as simple as taking the error 

between the course called for and the boat’s heading and 

then applying a correction.”    -Anon. 

600 lines of code later we were well underway. We 
determined that the backbone of a successful nav. 
system would be accurate sensor data and a good 
steering program. We began by looking into the data 
sensors. 

Sensor Hardware: Originally, our approach to the nav. 

gear system was to have an absolute minimum of 

sensors in the system. We contemplated navigating with 

only a GPS and a heel indicator. As our design work and 

research progressed we ended up opting to have 8 

sensor inputs in our system. 

 Electronic Architecture Diagram 

 

We determined that an apparent wind direction 

indicator would be quite desirable in many situations. 

Our initial reluctance to include such an indicator was 

based on the fact that most commercially available units 

were quite heavy. Further, knowing what the motion of 

the masthead of the Sailbot was likely to be, it would be 

a challenge to record meaningful data from a masthead 

mounted sensor. Our final solution was to custom build a 

sensor mounted on a 40 cm tall mast at the stern of the 

boat. While this location is not optimal for upwind sailing 

due to the disturbed flow off the mainsail, our feeling 

was that the short spar-mounted location was easily 

better than the alternative of the gyrating masthead 

option. Also the loss of righting moment associated with 

the masthead installation is largely avoided. To build the 

sensor itself we focused on designing a very light, friction 
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free system with no dead band. Our research lead us to 

an optical encoder unit from Bourns (Rotary 256 CPR ENS 

256). This unit produces a square wave output with a 

resolution of 256 cycles per revolution. The weight is a 

mere 11 grams (48 grams including our custom built 

wind vane and mast). The optical encoder has a running 

torque of only 0.1 oz. in. thanks to the sealed ball 

bearings on the main shaft. For non-autonomous events 

the wiring and mast can be quickly unplugged to 

eliminate the aero drag and heeling moment of the 

sensor installation.  

Our compass is a tilt compensated Honeywell HMC 6343. 

This unit uses an onboard processor along with triple axis 

accelerometers to output a specified heading accuracy of 

within 3 degrees across our required heel range. In many 

areas our programing logic uses true wind angle to 

determine course and sail trim, for this reason, and since 

the sailing heel angle of the sailbot is often close to 30 

degrees, the requirement for a tilt compensated 

compass is obvious.  

The GPS module is a Trimble Copernicus. This high-end 

unit was selected since it is compatible with the input 

from our high gain (27 dBi) active antenna. The use of a 

deck mounted remote antenna (RMG Antenna Factor) is 

required by the carbon-fibre hull structure and the active 

antenna (3.3 v) gives improved performance from the 

GPS unit.  

A dual axis accelerometer (ADXL 203 CE from Analog 

Devices) is used to sense heel angle for control of sail 

trim and course direction. 

After selecting our basic sensor units we began working 

on how the acquired data would be processed and used 

onboard the boat to control the rudder and sail winch 

servos. 

Our programing logic depends on accurate magnetic 

heading information and on accurate correlation 

between GPS bearings and magnetic bearings. To help 

with this issue we chose an inertial measurement unit 

(IMU) using an Atmega 328 12 bit processor.  

  

 

48 gram wind direction sensor using Bourns optical encoder 

This unit uses a direction cosine matrix (DCM) algorithm 

to filter the compass and GPS sensor data using dead 

reckoning information from a gyro (Invensense) and 

triple axis accelerometers (Analog Devices).  The final 

serial data stream output from the IMU is used by the 

onboard controller (APM - Atmel AVR 8 bit, 16 MHz, 

Atmega 1280 processor) which uses this information to 

handle course stabilization, sail trim decisions and 

navigation.  

Once the onboard processing systems were specified, we 

chose our telemetry systems that would allow our boat 

to communicate both ways with our shore side laptop. 

For our telemetry communication we chose Xbee 900 

MHz transceivers for both the boat and our onshore 

laptop. 

Finally, all of this equipment requires power. There are 

two basic approaches to this requirement. First is to 

supply separate power for each system so that power 

surges will not cause problems between systems. The 

second approach is to provide a large amount of power 

(Mah) and have robust voltage regulators onboard to 
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keep the power to all systems at the required voltage. 

We decided to go with one power source. Our decision 

to use a single power source was driven by principally by 

weight considerations.  

All of our onboard electrical needs are supplied by a 7.4 

volt LIPO battery pack (5400 Mah). For the long distance 

event there is provision for adding a second battery 

onboard in the nav. gear box. Our sail winch uses the 7.4 

volts directly. All other power is supplied through an 8 

amp regulator (FT 8AVR - Flight Power) which can output 

5 to 6 volts. Our onboard controller has a number of 

small scale regulators which provide regulated power (5 

and 3.3 volts) to the nav. equipment. Battery charge 

state is monitored onboard by a flash voltage readout 

under the aft end of the foredeck. This readout can be 

read while under sail. The voltage condition is also 

shown as one of the laptop readouts. 

The hardware described above (except for the antennas 

and voltage read out) is all installed in a watertight 

plastic box (20 x 13 x 7 cm). This box can be quickly 

removed from the boat by disconnecting the on-board 

wiring jacks on the top of the box. The batteries are in  

this box. 

Alan assembling the nav. gear 

After the hardware was spec’d and ordered, our 

programing logic was developed in detail as the 

hardware assembly was progressing and as preliminary 

hardware testing was proceeding. 

Programing: Our initial plan for the programing was 

to rely on existing UAV Arduino code as the source for 

our auto pilot code. A review of the available code lead 

us to decide that it would be advisable for us to develop 

our own specific code which would be better suited to 

dealing with our particular Sailbot challenges. The 

backbone of our programing is a steering routine with a 

simple and readily adjustable PID loop. Two programs 

were developed, one to solve each of our chosen 

autonomous challenges: Station-Keeping and the 

Navigation Test. To develop our programs for the station 

keeping and navigation test challenges we first 

considered what would be the safest and most reliable 

way to sail a regular sailboat in the these events: 

Station Keeping:  In our station keeping challenge 

algorithm, we chose to have the boat reach back and 

forth in the box at very slow speed, tacking each time the 

edge of the box was approached. At the end of the 5 

minute time period the boat would sheet in and beam 

reach out of the box.  In order to execute this algorithm, 

we established two waypoints, each well outside the 

box. One waypoint was used to establish our transverse 

position in the box and the other our vertical position. A 

special tacking routine was programed to allow the boat 

to quickly accelerate from slow speed reaching up to safe 

tacking speed and then to sail deep out of the tack to 

make up for the ground gained to windward during the 

tack. 

Knowing that the boat would tend to either climb up 

through the box or sag down out of it as it reached back 

and forth a self-adjusting leeway correction was included 

that would keep the boat close to the horizontal mid-line 

of the box. In our programing, the basic course headings 

were based on our compass readouts while our decisions 

on tacking and leeway (position in the box) depended on 

GPS “distance to waypoint” readouts. Our basic 

approach to executing our algorithm was based on using 

the most appropriate sensors (compass GPS, wind etc.) 

to provide the particular information required to 
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navigate. A simple look up table was used to select 

proper sail trim as the boat changed course in response 

to leeway corrections. To determine when to leave the 

box, a timer was started as the boat entered the box. 

The boat was programed to sheet in and reach clear of 

the box when the timer reached 5 minutes. During 

testing and just before starting the competition, laptop 

inputs were used to set various variables based on the 

weather conditions at hand. The goal of our station 

keeping programing was to produce a simple program 

with a minimum of difficult boat handling manoeuvres 

and one that would makes its decisions based on inputs 

from a small number of basic and accurate sensors. 

Navigation Test: Our navigation test algorithm was 

based on the idea of having the boat close reach around 

the course while staying well away from the windward 

mark. Hitting the center of the finish line was a 

significant objective (10 points) but making sure that the 

boat crossed some part of the line or its extensions was 

paramount (5 points).  Our programing to execute this 

algorithm involved measuring close reaching course 

direction before starting and fixing two waypoints, one 

at the center of the start/finish line and one at the 

windward mark. Our on water testing indicated that on 

Thunderbird 1 steering control vs, heel would not be a 

significant issue except in very strong winds due to very 

high heel angles. Our program for all except the last leg 

to the finish involved compass course sailing while the 

final leg was used a GPS “go to” waypoint approach.  

#1 rig upwind trim – wind 7 knots 

Programing Logic: Having developed our program 

algorithms we set about developing our programs and 

code for execution. Our original approach was to look 

into stock autopilot programs available in various 

Arduino libraries available for our Aurduino based 

processor. We found that most existing programs were 

not suitable for Sailbot use. This lead us to develop our 

own code for our steering routine and most other 

responses. Our steering used a basic PID loop with 

adjustable PID variables. In some areas we used 

fragments of existing Arduino based code to form the 

basis of our own Sailbot programs. Using the Arduino 

based microprocessor seemed to be a quite suitable 

approach. There is a great deal of available hardware 

suited to the Arduino system and the programing is quite 

straight-forward after it has been mastered.  

 

Sailing Day 1 - R/C mode #1 rig 
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Testing Thunderbird 1’s Major Systems 
Testing the Sail Platform: The Thunderbird 1 has three 

different fore & aft keel locations. Bulb cant angle is 

adjustable and there are three mast step locations for 

each of the three sail plans. The preliminary objective of 

our sail platform testing was to develop, test and record 

the best combination for all of these variables for each 

rig in various weather conditions. The goal was to have 

the boat be able to sail itself upwind with virtually no 

helm input. In addition to the variables already 

mentioned, we also concerned ourselves with recording 

the optimum settings for the following additional 

controls: main and jib outhauls, mast rake, backstay 

tension, shroud tensions, boom vang tension, jib boom 

lift tension, main and jib luff tension, mast ram setting. 

Our final concern was the proper sheet tensions for the 

main and jib sheets, and in particular their optimum 

relative tensions to each other. Throughout our testing 

we made sure that each setting on these variables could 

be measured and recorded to allow repeatability.  

During our preliminary testing much of our time was 

concentrated on straight line sailing mostly in upwind 

mode. In our early on water testing we prepared an 

experimental bulb weighing 9 Kg. This bulb gave us a 

total displacement of approximately 17 Kg. With this 

bulb fitted our testing in heavy sea conditions at the top 

end of the #2 rig revealed that the boat could tack 

consistently in these rough conditions. While these 

promising results were somewhat unexpected we went 

ahead with the decision to reduce the weight of our 

original lead bulb to just under 8 Kg. Our final keel bulb is 

a 10.8% NACA 65A0 section. 

The second part of our sail platform testing was aimed at 

determining the best methods for handling our boat 

during various sailing manoeuvres. Helm angles for 

turning, rate of helm application, sail trim for tacking and 

gybing, and optimum sail trimming for accelerating were 

determined. The results of this testing was passed on to 

the nav. gear team for incorporation in our various 

navigation algorithms. The final part of our testing was 

aimed at developing the best way of dealing with various 

“what if” situations: what if we are: caught in irons, 

without steerage way, knocked down and can’t bear off, 

catch weed on the foils and lose way. We tried to 

develop approaches for dealing with each of these 

situations in R/C mode with the ultimate goal of being 

able to incorporate these responses into our nav. gear 

system. Much of the R/C testing of our sailing platform 

was done without having the nav. gear system onboard. 

As mentioned earlier, much of the preliminary nav. gear 

testing didn’t involve the sailing platform. This useful 

approach allowed simultaneous development of both 

the sailing platform and nav. gear system.  

Testing the Nav. Gear:  In no part of our project did we 

have more problems with time than in the testing of our 

nav. gear package. Our team severely underestimated 

the time and effort involved in assembling the nav. gear 

hardware components that we had specified. As a result 

our hardware was not fully up and running in the boat 

until only a few days before our boat was shipped to 

Annapolis for the competition. Fortunately our 

programing and coding where sound and flexible and 

allowed for quick tuning when we started our on water 

testing with the boat. Our minimal testing time severely 

limited our ability to optimize our coding variables for 

our station keeping and navigation test objectives. The 

final results of our programing efforts were far from 

known when this report went to press just before we 

arrive in Annapolis. In 2012 more time will be dedicated 

to the testing of our nav. gear package.      

Thunderbird 1 hard running under #2 rig - wind 15  

Transportation: Thunderbird 1 was shipped to the US 

Naval Academy by 5-day UPS Ground Shipping from 

Seattle. The yacht traveled in a specialized shipping crate 

made of 5/16” sheathing plywood. The three rigs, keel 

foil, rigging stand, rudder, and sails are all attached to 

the inside of the lid of the box, with the yacht beneath. 

The yacht-box weighs 83 pounds, and is built to the limit 
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of the 160 inch maximum dimensions (length + 

circumference). It has a longitudinal bulkhead for 

partitioning the space between the yacht and extra 

supplies being shipped. UPS imposes a maximum weight 

of 150 pounds, which resulted in us having to ship our 

tools, spare parts, and extra equipment in a separate 

box. The yacht will return to UBC with the SUB-C human 

powered submarine trip in the UBC ESTC trailer, as they 

are competing in Bethesda, MD a week after the 

conclusion of our competition.  

The hull is primarily supported on a wood block with the 

same dimensions of the head of the keel, which is 

screwed into the bottom of the crate. There are also two 

rigid foam slings at 45 cm fore and aft of centerline to 

further prevent any lateral or rotational stress and 

protect against impacts. This system allows the yacht to 

be bolted into position with no potential for shifting in 

transit, regardless of orientation. The bulb and foil are 

attached similarly, with HDPE mounting systems which 

provide bolted connections utilizing the yacht’s existing 

hardware.   

Team Logistics: The UBC Autonomous Sailboat Team is 

comprised of eleven engineering students from the 

mechanical and integrated engineering programs, as well 

as John Kine, a retired and enthusiastic hobbiest and R/C 

Sailor. The effort was split into two major work areas: 

Sailing Platform Design and Construction and Nav. 

System Design. Graduating Integrated Engineer and 

Captain Gaelen Krause lead the yacht design and 

construction portion of the project, and Graduating 

Mechatronics Engineer Alan Donohoe led the control 

system design. There was also a very committed effort 

from second-year Mechanical Engineer Karl Jensen, who 

will lead the 2012 team. We benefitted greatly from the 

considerable support of our advisor, Don Martin, on best 

practices in RC yacht design and construction.  

The team had many challenges to overcome in the area 

of team management this year. The most formidable of 

these was the inactivity of the team from 2008 to 2010, 

which required a cold-start at the beginning of the year, 

with no momentum or plan carrying us into the start of 

the project. Because there was no transfer of knowledge 

from previous teams, it was difficult to know where to 

focus our efforts. This led us down several avenues that 

were not useful in our final design, and resulted in some 

students becoming less interested in the project when 

they started work terms in second semester.  The 

transfer of knowledge is a major consideration for next 

years’ leadership and must be addressed prior to the 

beginning of the next school year to ensure that 

appropriate goals are set and responsibilities can be 

evenly spread. 

Major progress on the project started in January 2011, 

after our preliminary strategic meeting. It was at this 

meeting that a complete strategic plan was established, 

and we determined that we should build a new hull and 

work from there, as described in the preceding report. 

From that point, work was generally completed on 

weekends and during Tuesday and Thursday work 

parties.  

There were further challenges in the selection of our 

competition team. Initially, we had slated four students 

to come to Annapolis for the competition – one for 

logistics, one to drive, one for the robotics, and one for 

programming. In the end, our systems students were too 

committed to their employers to be able to attend the 

event. This resulted in much extra work and hair pulling 

for those students able to come.   

 

Rough water upwind 

Thunderbird 1 Project Timeline: The Thunderbird 1 

project was conducted under an extremely tight 

timeline. Perhaps our team’s greatest achievement was 

to have Thunderbird 1 competing in Annapolis less than 

150 days after our team’s first project meeting. 

Construction started from square one on Feb 1st and the 

boat was ready to sail at the end of March. Our project 

goal, design approaches and construction techniques 

were controlled largely by our project timeframe.  
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Development Schedule 
 – 148 days – Design to Completion 

Date Activity 

Jan 16 Preliminary strategic team meeting 

Jan 17 Basic program direction set 

Jan 17 Annapolis weather research completed 

Jan 17 Hull design started 

Jan 19 Weight estimate complete 

Feb 1 Hull plug construction started 

Feb 2 Initial electronics ordering completed 

Feb 5 Copernicus GPS module selected 

Feb 6 Hull plug ready for painting and polishing 

Feb 7 Deck layout complete, deck underway 

Feb 9 Mast & Boom construction started 

Feb 10 Keel foil design shape completed 

Feb 14 Hull mould underway 

Feb 14 All 9 spars completed ready for hardware 

Feb 20 Deck complete 

Feb 21 Nav. gear assembly underway 

Feb 22 Wind direction encoder designed & 
ordered 

Feb 24 Hull layup complete 

Feb 26 Rudder complete 

Mar 9 Completion of wind direction unit 

Mar 9 Completion of bulb design 

Mar 12 Completion of foil design 

Mar 13 1st programing meeting 

Mar 28 UBC entered in Sailbot 2011 

Mar 30 Hull and deck joined 

Apr 3 Hull and deck painted 

Apr 4 Ballast bulb machining complete 

Apr 6 Deck hardware and servos installed 

Apr 10 Mast rigging complete 

Apr 13 1st dry land nav. gear field test 

Apr 21 1st program logic team meeting 

Apr 22 Final electronics order placed 

Apr 26 2nd program logic team meeting 

Apr 30 Keel foil finished 

May 3 1st RC sail 

May 17 Experimental bulb finished 

May 18 Coding 80% complete 

May 27 Completion of electronic hardware 

May 29 1st Auto sail 

May 31 Substantial completion of programing 

May 31 Packed for shipping to Annapolis 

 Sailbot 2011 Event June 13-16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Kg. bulb #1 rig upwind – wind 10 knots 

Thunderbird 1 Project costs - CA$ 2011 

Sails $600 

spars & hardware $1,800 

hull plug and mold $740 

keel & bulb $440 

hull and deck $2,720 

RC gear $540 

Nav gear/ electronics $1,740 

Misc $400 

Total $8,980 

*Not including travel or accommodations 
Thunderbird 1 Funding sources - CA$ 2011 

University $8,800 

Commercial sponsors $1,750 

Private donations $2,100 
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Summary of achievements: What did we do right, what were our accomplishments? Our goal was to build a boat that 

could win the 2011 International Sailbot Championship. On our sailing platform side we were very close to achieving this 

goal.  Our Nav gear package was sound, robust and well thought out, but lack of testing time hindered our performance. 

The following table clearly explains the benefits of each design feature aboard Thunderbird 1. 

 FEATURE BENEFIT 

1 Molded, single skin carbon hull Light, tough, no filler weight. 

2 Cast, machined, solid lead bulb Maximum density, optimal shape 

3 Circular bulb sections. Minimum wetted surface and form drag, maximum stability 

4 Vertical tee keel Minimum keel foil - bulb torqueing 

5 Canted ballast bulb Minimum drag when hard running – less submarining 

6 Light displacement hull Easier to control, low sail loads 

7 Sophisticated deck layout  light weight, reliable 

8 3 unidirectional carbon rigs Low aero drag, light, stiff rigs, easy to balance  

9 Balanced main and jib areas Sail plan is easier to balance, reduced sheet loads, easier to control 

10 Flat bottomed hull More stability, longer effective waterline 

11 RC research Lead to efficient, controllable hull and rig 

12 Double track / time Multiple design tracks reduced critical pathway significantly 

13 Wind sensor Very light, very sensitive 

14 Transverse topmast bend  Maintains balance while depowering, optimizes leech control 

15 Careful weight control – each element was 
judged, rigorous control,  

Allows light displacement with adequate stability (77% ballast ratio) 

16 Batteries, servos and nav. gear all located 
centrally and in the bottom of the hull 

More efficient weight location, better stability for displacement 

17 Adjustable keel and mast ( 3 positions each)  Easier to attain optimal balance.  

18 Programing logic Simple, sound programing logic makes coding much more simple 

19 People People are the key to any project; we had a small number of skilled 
and very dedicated team members. 

20 Electronics We selected good equipment which partly made up for our very short 
testing period 

21 Programing  Our programing was simple and effective but more time was needed 
for testing 

22 Testing Sailboat – recording, perfecting 
balance 

Our boat sails very well in R/C mode – easily tuned and very well 
balanced. Steering is easy in all conditions 

What didn’t work so well: 
1 Keel We failed to recognize early on that the keel foil is the most challenging aspect of the entire 

boat construction 

2 Electronics 
Hardware 

We should have considered our programing more carefully before starting the hardware. 
Also, accurate sensor data is very critical. 

3 Hull layup Light carbon-fibre layup requires experienced workers 

4 Hardware 
development 

We did not use our time well early on in the project and as a result we did not have our 
hardware up and running soon enough for useful testing 

5 Programing / 
coding 

Our late hardware development did not give enough time for final programing refinements 

6 Logistics We failed to organize our Annapolis team early in the project – we needed to make sure early 
on that we would have people with the skills required in each area. 

7 Fund raising We did not start our fund raising efforts soon enough and we needed more people working 
on this one 

8 Record keeping We needed to have a specific person assigned to this job from square one 

9 Team 
communication 

Many of the sailbot tasks rely on individual effort but team communication throughout the 
project is very important – hold regular meetings. 
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2012 Venue:   

The University of British Columbia has offered to act as host for Sailbot 6 in Vancouver. We hope that our offer will be 

accepted by the 2011 winner. We look forward to competing in mid-June of 2012 in Vancouver. 

Thunderbird II:  We learned a great deal from the Thunderbird 1 project this year and we have identified various 
 directions that we will investigate for our Thunderbird II Sailbot undertaking in 2012: 

 Topic Direction for 2012 

People 
Organize team early and assign people to each project task area: boat, nav. hardware, 
programing 

Funding Work on fund raising first thing, plan budget early on 

Schedule Organize team early and develop sailing platform and navigation hardware and 
programing concurrently 

 Record Keeping Assign a team member to record all project developments as they occur 

 Testing Allow more time for testing and development 

 Risk Mitigation Check milestones regularly 

 Project Management Separate electronic hardware and programing components  

Basic sailing platform design Consider reduced displacement model (investigate approx. 15 Kg all up displacement) 

  Review sail plan sizes - improve sail area selection between rigs 

  Consider revised sail plan type - swing rig, fat head mainsail 

  Investigate crossover of gear between Thunderbird 1 and Thunderbird II 

Keel foil Build 17-4 PH keel foil - maximum taper. minimum thickness 

  Conduct very detailed FEA structural review for keel foil 

  Run keel foil design for various drafts and bulb weights 

  Review desirable draft - consider less draft 

Rudder Build thinner rudder ( 8% +/-), review rudder area – ultimate control vs. drag 

Bulb Review lighter bulb – use same section and %. 

Hull Review hull freeboard 

  Reduce structure weight - more careful layup. – Target 1400 Gm. weight saving  

Deck Maintain current deck configuration, add recess aft for rudder post / tiller 

Sails (see Sail plan issues above under "basic sailing platform" 

  Continue with custom built R/C film type sails 

  Continue with multiple rig approach 

Spars & Rigging Continue with unidirectional carbon spars, consider smaller mast diameter for # 3 rig 

  Consider larger main & jib boom diameters for #1 and #2 rigs  

  Improve turnbuckle connections for quick rig changing add more chainplates 

R/C gear Use same R/C gear and servos (plan for two boats) 

Electronics Concentrate on producing accurate sensor outputs, also simplify dead reckoning 
system (IMU) if possible.  Consider dual antenna GPS unit 

Programing Develop Long Distance race programing logic 

  Refine Station Keeping and Navigation Test programing logic 

  Develop code that takes advantage of all sensor data 

Testing  
Organize more time for sailing platform testing - learn to sail the boat – plan on two 
boat testing 

  Relate sailing platform testing to programing logic and coding 

  Spend more time testing and refining program logic and coding 

  Develop safe and efficient shore side boat handling systems 
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Team members  
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Team Member Program / Background Role on Team 
Gaelen Krause Integrated Engineering Captain/ Naval Architecture Lead/ Other 

Alan Donohoe Mechanical – Mechatronics Nav. System Lead 

Karl Jensen Mechanical Engineering Naval Architecture, Sailbot driver 

Ian Saari Mechanical Engineering Construction 

Philip Barron Mechanical Engineering Naval Architecture, hull design 

Byron Roehrl Mechanical Engineering Construction 

Maxime Chin Mechanical Engineering Administrator 

Murray Down Integrated Engineering Construction 

Henry Poon Mechanical – Mechatronics Nav. System 

Kevin Lowe Mechanical - Mechatronics Nav. System, programming 

Colin Abraham Mechanical Engineering Nav. System, Programming 

John Kine Retired Production Plant Manager Programming 

Grahame Shannon Marine Software Designer Programming logic consultant 

Alan Gardner Technical Sales and R/C Sailor Construction and consulting 

Jon Mikkelsen UBC Senior Instructor Faculty Advisor 

Don Martin Retired Yacht Builder, R/C Sailor Advisor 
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System Overview: Electronics and Nav. Gear 

RC equipment: 

Futaba 6EX 6 channel 2.4 GHz Transmitter and R617FS 

high sensitivity receiver with FASST system 

Servos: 

Rudder: S9350 Digital Servo - Coreless Motor, Dual Ball 
Bearing Output Shaft, Metal Gears,  

Speed  .15 sec/60° @ 4.8V  Torque: 111 oz.-in (8.0 
kg/cm) @ 4.8V 

Sheet Winch: RMG Sailwinch RMG 380 EH (metal gears) 

c/w 45mm dia., 9 turn spiral drum c/w Flash voltage 

readout.7.4 volts, max pull (close-hauled) 42 Kg,  

Max. trim speed: 3.0 M/sec, stall current: 18 amps 

Onboard battery: (1 or 2 may be used): Venom LIPO 7.4 

volt 2S 20C 5400 Mah 

Main Power regulator:  FT 8AVR (Flight Power) 8 Amp 

linear Regulator 6 – 8.4 volts in 5 to 6 volts out 

(controllable) Used for regulation of power to rudder 

servo and RC receiver.  

Sensors: 

Rudder position: Direct from Futaba RC receiver via 

Futaba servo signal lead 

Sheet position: Direct from Futaba RC receiver via RMG 

servo signal lead 

Compass: Honeywell HMC 6343 tilt compensated triple 

axis magnetometer, with accelerometers microprocessor 

with algorithms using compass firmware.  3.3 volt, 10Hz 

output  

Gyro: Three axis gyroscope – Invensense Integrated 

triple axis, digital-output X-, Y-, and Z-Axis angular rate 

sensors (gyroscopes),Programmable low-pass filters, 3-

axis digital gyro with programmable full-scale ranges of 

±250, ±500, ±1000, and ±2000 degrees/sec (dps),16-bit 

ADCs, programmable digital filters, embedded 

temperature sensor 

Accelerometers: Three axis accelerometer solid state 

Mems - ADXL 330 – Analog Devices 

Heel: Dual axis accelerometer – solid state Mems ADXL 

203 CE from Analog Devices 

GPS module: Trimble Copernicus II 12 channel 3.3 volt, -

160 dBm sensitivity Accuracy SBAS 90% <4 m 

 GPS antenna: Active antenna from Antenna Factor – 

RMG 3.3 volts 27 dBi gain 

Wind Direction: Bourns Optical encoder Rotary 256 CPR 

ENS 256, ball bearing, 0.1 oz. in torque – running, 11 

grams. 

IMU – Inertial Measurement Unit: The GPS, 

Magnetometer, Gyroscope and XYZ accelerometers feed 

through an Atmega 328 12 bit processor using a 

direction cosine matrix (DCM) algorithm to filter the 

navigation sensor data. The IMU outputs a serial data 

stream of navigation data and other computed data to 

the onboard controller. 

Onboard Controller:  

Processor: Atmel AVR 8 bit, 16 MHz, Atmega 1280 

processor, dual processor design 32 MIPS onboard 

power, back up/failsafe- ATmega 328 with multiplexer 

chip. 

Using the IMU output and various sensor data the 

onboard controller handles course stabilization, sail trim 

decisions and navigation. It uses Arduino IDE based 

programing. 

Telemetry: 

Transceivers: Land and Boat: XBee PRO 900  

3.3 volt, 900 MHz, 10 Km range – Using high 

performance L-com 5 antennas 

Telemetry Interface: XtreamBee Board to pilot and to 

laptop via breakout board and USB connection. 

Boat and Laptop may also be connected directly by cable 

using USB connection. 

Misc.: Onboard data logger 16 MB 
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Suppliers: Below is a list of some of the suppliers that were used in the Thunderbird 1 project: 

 ACP composites - Carbon-fibre tube and plate - http://www.acpsales.com/  
 Antenna Factor  - GPS antenna -  http://www.antennafactor.com/   
 Digikey - Coax connectors, optical encoder - http://parts.digikey.com/1/parts/957675-encoder-optical-rotary-

256-cpr-ens1j-b28-l00256.html  
 DIY Drones – auto pilot parts - http://diydrones.com/notes/ArduPilot  
 Hales Micro Blocks - miniature ss ball bearing hardware - http://www.halesmicro.com.au/index.html  
 Housemartin Sails - all sails - http://www.housemartinsails.co.uk/  
 L-Com - X bee antennas - http://www.l-com.com/home.aspx  
 Linx Tech – Antenna Factor - GPS antenna - http://www.linxtechnologies.com/News/  
 RMG sailwinch Sail Winch, Spiral winch drum, flash voltage readout https://www.rmgsailwinch.com.au/  
 Ronstan Marine - 150 mm diameter deck hatch http://www.ronstan.com/marine/  
 Sailsetc - Spar hardware, turnbuckles - http://www.sailsetc.com/  
 Small Parts Inc. - mast hardware parts, small ss fastenings - http://www.smallparts.com/  
 Sparkfun Electronics - accelerometers, regulators, GPS module  ETC - http://www.sparkfun.com/products/8146  
 System Three Epoxy - epoxy resin and sealer - http://www.systemthree.com/  
 Tower Hobbies - Futaba servos, RC gear, LIPO Batteries, chargers - http://www.towerhobbies.com/

Links: Below is a list of various websites that were useful in the development of Thunderbird 1: 

 Sailbot event: http://www.usna.edu/Users/naome/phmiller/SailBot/SailBot.htm  
 Sailbot team sites: 

o http://www.qmast.ca/  
o http://www.engr.mun.ca/~sailbot/  
o http://mech.ubc.ca/ubc-sailbots/ 

 R/C sailing sites: 
o http://myauk.wordpress.com/  
o http://www.iomclass.org/  
o http://onemetre.net/Design/Design.htm  
o http://onemetre.net/index.htm  
o http://www.modelyacht.org/    
o http://www.theamya.org/boats/marblehead/Marblehead_Rules.pdf 

 Micro Auotpilots:      
o http://www.micropilot.com/  
o http://www.procerusuav.com/?gclid=COvPy9jMmKgCFQxvbAodFkmpCQ 
o http://diydrones.ning.com/profiles/blog/show?id=705844%3ABlogPost%3A35640 
o http://www.u-nav.com/ 
o http://paparazzi.enac.fr/wiki/Theory_of_Operation  
o http://www.microstrain.com/3dm-gx3-35.aspx 

 Arduino: 
o  http://www.arduino.cc/  
o http://www.arduino.cc/playground/Tutorials/GPS 

 Sensors etc: 
o http://www.atmel.com/products/avr/default.asp?category_id=163&family_id=607&source=redirect  
o http://www.bourns.com/data/global/pdfs/ENC1J.pdf  
o http://damien.douxchamps.net/research/imu/ 
o https://www.honeywell.com/sites/servlet/com.merx.npoint.servlets.DocumentServlet?docid=DB8BAEA

9F-DB1F-45FF-843E-2F15B0A19786  
o http://invensense.com/mems/gyro/tripleaxis.html  
o http://www.kronosrobotics.com/Projects/GPS.shtml 
o http://www.trimble.com/embeddedsystems/copernicus.aspx?dtID=overview&  
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http://diydrones.com/notes/ArduPilot
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http://www.housemartinsails.co.uk/
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